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DESCRIPTION OF A STUDY COURSE

Financial Accounting

Business process management
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English

Compulsory

full-time education

Provide students with an understanding of financial accounting and its impact on 
organization's business management processes. As well as to develop manager's skills and 
capabilities to prepare and use the information disclosed in publicly available organizations' 
financial/ annual reports.
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Course contents

Tittle

Introduction.

Balance sheet, income statement, accounting cycle.
Elements of financial statements and accounts, accounting process and equation, 
double-entry bookkeeping.

International Accounting Standard Board (IASB) conceptual framework, 
accounting policies, accounting estimates and errors.

Presentation of financial statements/ annual reports, recognition and measurement 
of elements of financial statements.

Legislation (local/ international).

Non-current assets.

Statement of cash flow.

Accounting procedures in organizations.

Current assets.

Equity.

Liabilities.

Income statement.

Company's financial statements/ annual report, independent auditor's report, 
corporate governance report.

Balance sheet, income statement, accounting 
cycle.

Test
Elements of financial statements and accounts, 
accounting process and equation, double-entry 
bookkeeping.

Test

International Accounting Standard Board 
(IASB) conceptual framework, accounting 
policies, accounting estimates and errors.

Group work and the presentation

Topic Type of assessment

Introduction. Literature discussion 

Legislation (local/ international). Group work and the presentation

The study course calendar

Equity. Test

Liabilities. Test

Income statement. Test

Presentation of financial statements/ annual 
reports, recognition and measurement of 
elements of financial statements.

Literature discussion 

Non-current assets. Test

Current assets. Test

Statement of cash flow.
Individual work; Individual work 
and the presentation

Accounting procedures in organizations. Literature discussion 

Exam. Written exam

Company's financial statements/ annual report, 
independent auditor's report, corporate 
governance report.

Essey



Teaching methods Student workload (h)

Classes in the auditorium 10

Online classes 4

12%

Active particiption in the class 12%

Total (%): 100%

1

Vizualization/posters 2

Study trip 3

Planned learning activities and 
teaching methods

Assessment of learning outcomes Distribution (%)

Test 37%

Written exam 5%

Literature discussion 

Individual work; Individual work and the presentation 10%

Group work and the presentation 19%

Essey 5%

Work in the library 15

Lecturer-led class discussion 5

Student-led class discussion

Literature review/analysis 7

Lecturer-led Individual assignments 5

Lecturer-led group assignments 5

Essey on topic by choice 3

Simmulation 1

Case study 5

Role plays 1

Interviews

1

Industry representative -led  discussion panel 1

Industry representative-led demo lecture 1

Terminology tests and crossword puzzles 1

 Gamification 1

Research 1

Questionnair 3



Planned learning outcomes No

No of 
progr. study 
results 
applicable

1 1

2 1; 2; 3; 9

3 2; 10

4 6; 8; 11

1 2 3 4

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

Assessment methods and 
criteria

                                   Learning outcomes
Assessment methods

Tests

Individual work; Individual work and the 
presentation

Active particiption in the class

Total (h): 80

Learning outcomes

Is familiar with the essence of financial accounting and latest scientific 
researches, understands its role in organzation's sustainable operations, 
business development and management within international environment 
and rapidly changing conditions.

Is able to identify events, potential risks for an organization within 
international environment and rapidly changing conditions; and is able 
to make data-driven decisions for improvement of organization's 
performance accordingly.

Within the research in various contexts and analytically analyzing 
information is able to explain, reasonably discuss, and make not only 
effective, but also ethical and socially responsible decisions regarding 
qualitative and transparent disclosure of organizations' publicly 
available financial statements/ annual reports and improvement of its 
performance, society and environment in general.

Applying methods of sustainable work environment and modern team 
management is able to work effectively both individually and in a team: 
individually - ability independently acquire and develop necessary 
knowledge, as a team leader - ability understand interests of different 
groups explaining and discussing opinions. As a team leader is able to  
take responsibility and organize work for both: as group work as own 
one demonstrating confidence and emotional intelligence.

Group work and the presentation

Essey

Written exam

Literature discussion 

Mandatory and supplementary 
literature

I part Financial Accounting:                                                                                                                                     
1. Gowthotpe C. "Business Accounting and Finance", 3rd edition, Cenagage Learning EMEA, 
2018.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
2. Cruz A., Deschamps M., Niswander F., Prendergast D., Schisler D. "Fundamentals of 
Taxation 2020 Edition", 13th edition, 2020.

Debates 1

Storry telling 1

Brainstorming 2



Grade

10 (outstanding)

9 (excellent)

8 (very good)

7 (good)

6 (above average)

5 (average)

4 (below average)

3 (weak)

2 (very week)

1 (extremely week)

General knowledge of curriculum requirements although lacks understanding of several problems in 
general

General knowledge of curriculum requirements, competence corresponds to minimum of curriculum 
requirements, problematic application of gained knowledge in practice

General knowledge of a curriculum gained, though a complete lack of orientation in other relevant 
issues is detected. Additional studies required to get an assessment. 

General knowledge on certain relevant issues in a curriculum gained, curricula requirements are not 
completed on average

A complete lack of basic curricula requirements is detected, almost no knowledge on a basic 
curriculum

Evaluation criteria of learning outcomes.

Explanation

Knowledge, exceeding curriculum requirements, attests independent research and deep understanding 
of a problem

Complete acquaintance with curriculum requirements, ability to apply gained knowledge 
independently

Complete acquaintance with curriculum requirements, though at times lacks deeper understanding and 
ability to affiliate gained knowledge with more complicated issues.

Curriculum requirements mastered, although less important knowledge gaps can be detected

Acquaintance with curriculum requirements, though lack of problem understanding in detail can 
sometimes be detected


